
                       WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (NO.37/93)
                          --prepared by King Cheng

1.   Special stamps on science and technology
          Computer World HK (2/9/93) and 6 papers, including Sing Pao Daily
          News (3/9), HK Daily News (3/9), Sing Tao Daily (5/9), Wen Wei Po
          (5/9), New Evening Post (8/9) and the Morning News (9/9) reported
          the recent release of a special set of stamps on the theme of
          science and technolgy in HK. The stamps feature UST, the HK
          Science Museum, the Governor's Award for Industry and the
          telecommunications industry.

2.   Regional Conference on Stock Markets in HK, Chinese Mainland and Taiwan
     (26 - 27/8)
          Huanan Jingji Journal (9/9) followed-up on the conference and
          quoted the paper presented by the Director of Taiwan's Management
          Committee on the Stock Market and reviewed the development of the
          stock market in Taiwan.
          (The conference was mentioned in the last five media reviews.)

3.   Dr K M Lee of Civil & Structural Eng. talks about "Landslides: causes,
     prevention and precautions"
          Dr Lee's talk, the fourth of our Popular Science Lecture Series
          this year held at the Science Museum on 29/8, was also covered by
          Oriental Daily News (5/9).
          (This item was mentioned in the last review.)

4.   Dr Joseph Lin of Economics talks about George Akerlof's "lemon
     principle"
          HK Economic Journal (9/9) carried Dr Lin's article on this topic.

5.   Dr Joseph Lin of Economics talks about the correlation between black
     Friday and the stock market
          HK Economic Journal (10/9) carried Dr. Lin's article on this
          topic.

6.   Complaint about no lighting at a UST toilet
          Sing Pao Daily News (10/9) published a complaint from a Mrs Chu
          who visited UST on 29/8. She complained that there was no lighting
          in the ladies' toilet and as a result some elderly visitors
          urinated on the toilet floor. A UST spokesman was quoted
          explaining that the reason that there was no lighting was that the
          power supply to the ladies' toilet was temporarily shut off to
          facilitate a regular examination of the electricity installation.

7.   Prof Gary Heinke, Director of the new Institute for Environmental
     Studies, talks about environmental education
          The Standard (23/8) interviewed Prof Heinke on the significance of
          environmental education, the objective of the IES and his career
          history.
          (Our press release on Prof Heinke's appointment was issued on
          14/8.)

8.   Prof Leonid Hurwicz, a visiting professor to UST, talks about his
     research in economics
          HK Economic Jorunal (31/8 - 3/9) carried a four-part interview
          with Prof Hurwicz on his research during his recent visit to UST.

9.   A low density housing project will be conducted near UST



          United Daily News (28/8) reported that a private developer decided
          to build a number of low density residential buildings near the
          south west corner of UST and TV City.

10.  The relevance of materials technology to local industry
          HK Industrialist (8/93) carried a bilingual feature on this topic.
          In the review on materials education and training in HK, the
          magazine mentioned our MCPC.

11.  UST upgrades campus network with new Digital networking technology
          Five papers, the Express (31/8), Ming Pao (7/9), Sing Tao Daily
          (6/9), Wah Kiu Yat Po (9/9) and Huanan Jingji Journal (9/9) picked
          up Digital's press release which revealed that UST would purchase
          two GIGAswitch systems to add to its FDDI backbone network. Dr Max
          Ivey, Director of CCST was also interviewed.

12.  UST student participates in Micro Mouse HK Championship 1993
          In a feature on this event, Sing Tao Evening Post (1/9) mentioned
          that one of the participants was a UST student, Mr Hui Wing-shun.

13.  Mr K L Lam of EMO comments on electricity power supply to residential
     buildings
          Mr Lam was interviewed by TVB's Chinese News Magazine (11/9) and
          the English Pearl Report (13/9). He talked about problems
          concerning power supply to residential buildings.

Note:
This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or ext. 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the
Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not
immediately available. The only English dailies in HK are South China
Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong Kong Standard (HKS).


